Enterprise application – Case
Study
Whole new realm of children’s stories

Create, publish and read stories in more than 44 languages. We have developed the
end-to-end solution that utilizes cutting edge technologies like Cloud, Responsive
Design, Agile Development and Continuous Integration.

Read to get more details...
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Salient features of application
Our client is one of the
largest nongovernmental
organizations in India.
It publishes low cost
books for children in
more than 14 Indian
languages and has
published more than
1200 books so far. Our
client today has
interventions spread
across 23 states and
union territories of
India and has
supporting chapters in
the United States, UK,
Germany and UAE

Our esteemed client
wanted to build an
open source platform
for multi-lingual
children’s stories. A
platform where users
can browse, read,
create, translate, or
download an endless
stream of stories.

furthers
their mission of
ensuring that every
child is able to
discover the joy of
reading.

 Read : Application provides a
free gateway for users to read
and download never-ending
collection of stories in over 44
languages
 Create : Creating a story is a joy.
The application makes it supereasy to create interesting stories
with a variety of templates, a
large image database and a rich
text editor. Users can write and
publish story in minutes!

The Challenges

 Connect : The application
provides a meeting ground for
parents, teachers, librarians,
writers, translators, and other
people to review, discuss and
engage with children’s
literature.

 Handling of various resolution images
Since the website is responsive and is expected to be used heavily with
mobile devices, we needed to ensure that different image resolutions were
made available for different screen sizes.
 Handling of large amount of data
As users upload images the amount of data becomes quite large. Backend
had to be designed to handle this scale both from storage and network
capacity perspectives.
 Rich text Editor with formatting options
The application needed to provide light weight rich text editor with
various formatting options to enable users to create rich content
 Support for various languages
User needed to create / translate in any language of the world (including
right to left languages like Urdu/Farsi). Fonts needed to judiciously used
to enable this.
 Responsive design for mobility devices
Rendering of various modules and screens on various form factor devices
to provide optimal viewing experience and great user experience
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Image Handling Solution

All the images are being stored on backend by efficient
background thread processing to avoid any UI freeze. Also all
images are being sliced and then supplied to various form
factor devices using ImageMagick software suite.
Lightweight rich text editor – WYSIHTML & CKEditor
Adapted the open source rich text editor, which is very faster,
auto-linking of URL’s as you type. Editor also facilitates the
formatting and layout of content

Scalable storage using Google Storage
As the application has a lot of images / pdf and various
other resources which can consume a lot of disk space,
resources are stored in the cloud - “Google Cloud”.
Support for numerous other languages
To support various languages we have adopted and
customized an open source cross platform transliteration
tool – VARNAM - to our specific requirement
Responsive design support
In order to support various form factors and devices, our
designers followed template standards in Progressive web
apps.
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99.9% uptime , we never let’s our customer
down
We worked with Mirafra
technologies to develop
a crowd-funding
platform
(www.donateabook.org.
in) for us. It was a
seamless experience
and a joy to see the
team so well aligned to
our societal goals. They
understood the project
requirements and the
turn around time was
excellent as well.
Moreover the thought
process that the
management team
brings to the table is a
great value-add. We are
extremely happy with
our partnership and
recently moved our
support and
development of another
digital platform
(www.storyweaver.org.i
n) to them as well. The
experience on
StoryWeaver with Team
Mirafra has been
equally rewarding.

Faster response time in ~milleseconds for all
pages
Continuous enhancement and feature
addition
Close to 2000 stories and more than 2,00,000
reads
With the benefit of customized rich text editor
and various best practices in our development,
Users were able to read, publish and connect
through ~2 lakh stories
Close to 75% of stories in other languages
Our application supports 44 languages and with the efficient
implementation of transliteration tool ~ 75 % of published stories are
translated and viewed in regional or foreign languages

Front end
HTML5, CSS3, SASS, JavaScript, JQuery, AJAX, Handlebar,
Bootstrap, Discourse, WYSIHTML editor, Varnam, CKEditor

Back End
RubyOnRails, PostgreSQL, CouchBase, ElasticSearch,
ImageMagick, Google cloud, nginx

Supporting Tools

Jenkins, Newrelic, MailChimp, Google Analytics, Github

Testing Techniques
Selenium – Automation testing
RSpec – Unit testing
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